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Abs".ct: Investigations in 10 the intensity of soil erosion have been conducted by measurements of rill capacifies
on Scleclcd hiJIslopcs in agricuhural areas of North-Eastern Poland. The intensity of inlerrill erosion has been
measured by using sediment traps..

Owing to the inlemll erosion, it is the convex paru arIbe slopes which have been eTOded the most intensively.
On gentle slopes (<9 degrees), the most intensive erosion has been observed in the upper convex part (0.3-7 tlhal
)'T.) and. zone oftemporary deposition has been identified just below the zone oferosion i.e. in the middle and the
lower pllrtJ of. convex-roncave slope. On sttepeT slopes (those Sleeper than 9--10") IbeUppcr and middle part of
the slope are also part of the zooe of nosioo.. The highest rates of erosion occur in those middle parts of the slope
witch have the steepesl indination (3-11 tlhalpcr yr.). Soil deposition takes place in the upper concave part ofthe
slope. The rill erosion is the effect of ploughing parallel with lhe slope. The highest rale of denudation is in !he
middle and lhe lower parts nfthe convex-concave slope 0,3-16,6 tlha!yr.). The areas ofmicro-catchmenl are a
very importanl factors in the determination of the efTeetiveness ofrill erosion. The efficient operalion ofthe process
was observed in the zone making 10-210/. oflhe tOlal area ofmicro-catchments. Rill erosion only takes place in
plough lands. On slopes used as pastures lhe intensity of sheer wash was very small, avcllIg;ng 16-58 kglbalyr. On
slopes which were not in use and had a natural vegetation, ;\ was only 2-10 kglhalyr.

Volumetric measurements of covers at the ba!lcs of the slopes show that the thickness of the II1llhropogenic
accumulation (either from run ofT or 8gTOtechnical practice) fonned as an agriculNllI1 diamicton is 40-100 cm in
Suwalki LakeJand. In the northern part of Mazowiecka Lowland lhese diamictons arc thicker, locaJly exceeding
2,5m.

Kt)! HTJrds: Wish, inter-rill and rill erosion, tillage erosion, deposits, agricultural diamiclon

Introduction

Identification ofthe modem processes which shape
the reliefofthe Polish Lowlands indicates that water
erosion is the main slope-forming process, particularly
in agricultural areas. Water erosion in the degradation
of slopes in the area covered by the last glaciation is
particularly important (Niewiadomski & Skrodzki,
1964; Cbudecki & Niedzwiecki, 1983; Uggla et al.,
1998).

The aim oftbe present study was to detennine the
intensity of surface wash. This was establish...d by
quantitative measurements of the process on slopes
characteristic of the local relief and specially chosen
in respect of their structure and use.
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The main tasks undertaken were: quantitative
examination ofwater erosion on the selected slopes.
both rill and interrill erosion and the identificalion of
the erosion and accumulation zones on these slopes.

The investigations were carried out in two regions
ofNonh-East Polaod (Fig. I):

I} the arca of the Wilrmian Glaciation in the
Suwalki Lake District (the western part of the
Lithuanian Lake District) in the years 1987-1989
(Smolska. 1993; Smolska, Mazurek & Wojcik, 1995)
and also the period 1998-1999;

2} the area of the Riss Glaciation in the northcm
part of Mazowiecka Lowland near Rotan over the
period 1995-1996 (Smolska, 1998) and Loch6w in
the years 1991-1992 and 1997.
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T.ble 1. The intensiry of wash-mean annual valucs on lIlc slopes invcsligaledo- M........,. u......,. Sllft' ..d1 U-~..,....IMI

Erosion

Convex sector loom 30--124 kglha 0--300 kglha

of slope SMdy 6Okg-7,2t1ha 0-670kglha

Sandy silry

S...... loom 17 SOkglha 0.6-16,6t1ha
Loko,.oo Unironn sectOT

Sandy SUS 3,911ha 0.2-4,7 tIha
of slope

Sandy silty

Accumulation Erosion
Concave sector Lo"" 26-174 kglha J,J 10,4 tlha

of slope Sandy 160-330 kglha 0,2-4,5 tlha

Sandy silry

Erosion

Convex sector
loom 16-93 kglha 0

of slope
Mazowiecka S.""" 12-92 kglha 0

Low'''''' Sandy silly

Accumulalion Erosion

loom 16-93 kglha 0
Conca,,-e slope

SMdy 40-920 kglha 0
Sandy silry

Fig. I. Location of the study area; the maximum limits of me
Worm Glaciation (W) and Ibe Ri" Glaciation (R)

The weather conditions at the time of the
investigations

The period of the field-investigations was char
acterised by an annual precipitation approximating
to the long-term mean (550 mm). The year 1996 was
relatively dry (471 mm) whereas the year 1997 was
more humid. In Autumn, Winter and early Spring,
the precipitation was oflow or moderate intensity. In
late Spring and in Summer, heavy rain-falls occurred
one to three times per month, their daily sum oscil
lating usually from 8 mm to 30 mm. In the Suwalki
region the maximal daily precipitation was 54 mm
whereas in me Mazowiecka Lowland, it was 32 mm.
The characteristic climatic features of the period of
investigations were mild Winters with a little or no

snow cover.

Experimental methods

The geomorphological mapping ofcontemporary
processes (and forms) was carried out seasonally. The
mapping began before the quantitative measurements
and were made after wards.

The measuring of intcrrill erosion was conducted
using modified Srupik traps (Slupik, 1973). The trap
consists ofa frame of thick steel wire with a piece of
sheet zinc attached to it. To the frame is attached a
sack ofmick plastic foil in which the soil is collected,
together with water flowing downslope. In order to
obtain infonnation about erosion on particular parts
of thc slope, the sampling sites were distributed
according to the method proposed by Gerlach (1976).
The catchers were placed on me slopes at places where
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the inclination and fonn changed. This was done in
such a way mat the trap collects the soil material from
the watershed to the position of the trap. Each
sampling site was composed ofthree traps which bad
50 cm wide inlets. The traps were unloaded once a
month except during periods of agricultural activity.

The evaluation of rill erosion required measure
ments of the depth, width and length ofthe rills. Thus
their volume and an estimation of the amount of
washed out material could be calculated. Similar
measurements were carried oul in the case of the pro
luvial fans: the surface area and thickness of the allu
via were mcasured in a network of squares of side
lengm 0.5 m for smaUer microforms and I m for larger

ones.

Study area

The area ofthe Wiionian Glaciation -me Suwalki
Lake District, exhibits a strongly diversified relief.
The hiUslopes are short and have varied inclinations
(6-24°), mostly convex-concave. Local denivelations
do not exceed 20 m. Only the slopes of the vast
Szcszupa valley, oran exharation (a melt-out) origin,
arc longer, up to 150 In, and show greater relative
heights, 50-70 m.In this area, me investigations were
carried out on 9d.iffercnt slopes although on only three
was the intensity ofriU erosion measured.

The area ofRiss Glaciation is represented by the
region of R6i:an and Loch6w. Here there is a flat,
locally rolling landscape with denuded hillocks of
frontal moraines, terraces of marginal glacier valleys
and of river valleys, covered with dunes. The slopes
are short, about 10-15 m height, of 3-9 degrees
inclination and of convex-concave shape. Greater
denivelations (up to 30 m) and inclinations (9-24
degrees) occur along tbe sides of Narew valley. The
sides ormis valley are intersected by deepdryvalleys,
locally with deep ravines in their lower parts and with
periodic or pennanent streams. In the region orRozan,
twO slopes of a moraine hillock and the bottom of a
dry valley used as arablc land cutting me side of river

arew were chosen for investigations, as weU as a
steep grassy slope in this dry valley. In t.he region of
LochOw this was the slope ofa ground moraine, used
as arable land and two slopes of a dune, one wooded,
the other deforested.

Results

The examined slopes were modelled at various
intensities. They arc characterised by the occurrence
oferosion and accumulation zoncs and ofshort zones
of accumulation at the latter being of limited extent
near to the slope base.

The average annual erosion resulting from sheet
wash is insignificant whereas thc annual erosion of
slopes resulting from linear wash was much more
intensive (Table I).

The distribution of erosion and accumulation
zoncs on slopes is distinctly related to the slope
inclination and shape, the weather regime and the land
usc.

On convex-concave slopes ofless than 9", the most
intensive erosion results from the sheet wash and
oceurrs on convex parts (0,3--7 tJba); the deposition
zone is situated immediately below me erosion zone,
i.e. in the middle and the lower parts oftbe slope (Fig.
2a). On steeper slopes, i.e. those over 9", me erosion
zone comprises the upper and the middle parts of the
slope, the middle part, that with the greater inclination
being the most intensively degraded (the upper
fragment of the uniform inclination sector; 3--11 tJ ha!
yr). The soil deposition takes place in me upper concave
section of the slope (Fig. 2b). Only small pan of the
transponed material was transferred beyond the slope
base. A similar situation has been descnbed many times
previously (e.g. Selby, 1982; Govers & Poeson, 1988;
Govers, 1991a; Kostnewski et al., 1992).

A stra.ight slope (that a unifonn inclination) is
characterised by me occurrence of erosion zones in
the upper and lower parts, being situated in the middle
part of the accumulation zone (Fig. 2c).

Measurements of tbe distribution of the wash
intensity throughout the year allows us to define
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periods of greater and lesser
activation of the process.
The Winter - thaw period
is eharacterised by low intensity
(up to 10% of the annually eroded
matcrial). The thaw period
in north-eastern Poland is usu
ally characterised by slow snow
melting and limited precipitation.
During the Autumn extensive
rains give rise to more intensive
sheet erosion (20-30% ofannual
value). The slopes are modelled
mainly in late Spring and early
Summer, i.e. May to the begin
ning ofJuly. Precipitation ofhigb
intensity may occur at that time.
Usually there are 2-3 heavy
rains per month at times when
the vegetation on slopes used as
arable land is not yet mature.
In Summer me intensity ofpro
cess is at an average despite the
occurrence of heavy rainfall.
The soil is protected by rich veg

etation at that time.
Modelling ofthe ploughed slopes is clearly depen

dent on the rainfall regime in the late Spring and early
Summer. Short, bUI intensive raiostonns falling 00 a
dry soil surface, results in the erosion of the upper
convex part of the slope and the deposition of lhe
material just below the convex sector. However rain
falling on moist soil gencrates erosion on individual
parts ofthe slope with an intensity commensurate with
to its inclination (Fig. 3a).

Linear erosion has occurred on 4 of the 9 investi
gated slopes in me Suwalki Lake District and on 1 of
the 4 slopes and at me bottom of a dry valley in the
Mazowiecka Lowland. The maximum rate ofdestruc
tion (3.3-16.6 tlha - annual averages) was observed
in the middle and lower sections of the concave 
convex slopes, especially on the convergent slopes
which are used as arable land.

Various spatial patterns of rills and terminal fans
were observed. Small, 5 cm-deep rills begin to fonn
on the slopes, bclow concave slopes. The density
of these foons reachcd 18/100 m1 in convergent
sections of the slopes and e. 4-6/100 m2 in diver
gent or unifonnly inclined slopes. Small rills usu
ally merge and form larger ones, reaching depths
of 10-20 cm, in the middle parts of the slopes.
Densities of the rills in the middle and upper parts
of the convex sections were lower (6-10 rills/lOO
m l

). The accumulation of sediments begins in the
convex areas - initially at the bottom of the rills
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Rills fonn mainly dwing Spring thaw andlor in May
and Junc during heavy rainstorms. In the absence of
a protective vcgetation layer, a network of rills forms
with alluvial Hms at their base. Up to 7-95% ofycarly
eroded soil was being removed at that time. During
summer storms the intensity oflinear wash is modest
(around 10-25% ofannually eroded soil) because the
soil is well protected by vegetation. Rills formed in
the Spring arc functional, while the ncw ones rarely
develop. 10 the Autumn, rill erosion is minimal (around
2-5% of the yearly value). The microrelief on the
slopes is being destroyed due to farming and new rills
form sporadically.

Modellingaflbe ,lopes beingmodified by riU w35h,
as in the case of sheet wash, is dependent on Spring
and early Summer precipitation. During short but
intensive rainstorms only a short transpon ofmaterial
takes place on a dry soil - deposition starts in the
lower part of a concave section of a slope (Fig. 3b).
Only a small amount ofmaterial is carried out beyond
the base of the investigated slopes. On a moist soil
intensive rainstorms (above 20 mm1day) cause erosion
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.'jg. 3. Modelling of slopes resulting from sheet (a) and linear wash (b) depend Oil regime rainfall on example chosen slopes;
explanation on text

Clearly, Ihe size of the micro-catchment and
divergence of the ploughing direction relative 10 the
slope play an important role in the intensity of the rill
erosion (Kostrzewski et al., 1989). The effectiveness
of the process was observed in an area which re
presents 10-21% oftlle total micro-catchment (Fig.
4). 10tensific3tion of the process on the investigated
slopes does not necessarly occur in consecutive years;
this is characteristic of the linear wash process.
lntensification ofthe rill erosion was usually observed
only in a particular season of the year. For instance,
in Krejewc1ek, micro-catchment rills formed solely
in the Spring of 1988. Erosion reached over 31 tlha,.
and accumulation in the fonn of a cover - around
22.5 tlha. Subsequently, the process occurred at a
lesser intensity or not at all. Long slopes were being
destroyed only in their lower parts with a steady,
significant intensity, as in Gulbienisili and in the
vicinity ofRoun (Fig. 4). Clearly, the catchment area
ofthe water flowing into the region where the process
was observed and western (precipilation exposition)
slope played a significant role.
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and Zachar (1980). In the loess area, the rills are
also found in the convex parts of hillslope but the
range of material accumulation extends far beyond
the base of slope (Zicmnicki, 1978; Govers, 1991b;
Teisseyre, 1994).

Fig. 2. Distribution oferosion and accumulation zones on §elected slopes in
Suwallci Lakeland
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and then as proJuvial fans (19 - 100% oftranspon
ed material). Accumulation at the base reaches on
average 4, 13-II,4l!ha annually. A similar distribu
tion of erosion and accumulation zones resulting
from linear wash was observed by Gerlach (1976)
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forest, with dense undergrowth, the accumulation zone
is narrower whereas on the wet meadows, hay·
growing meadows and on the pasmreland, it tends to
be wider: 3-9 Ol.

Accumulation under slopes subject to linear wash
is more intense, than on slopes which have sheet wash;
the fonner amounts to 0.25-11 tJhalyr. (average). Its
extent and thickness depend on precipitation, the type
of cullivation, the ploughing direction, and Lhe ve
getation type at the base of the slope. The narrowest
zones are fanned when natural vegelalion is present
(4-6 m); they are wider on meadowland and pastures.
and widest (up to 24 m) on ploughland (Fig. 5b).

Further mass transport takes place on the floors
of the valley studied. Depending on the degree of the
vegetative growth transported material from the upper
agricultural section ofthe valley was deposited in the
middle section of its grassy floor. The transport zone
(periodical deposition) was 7-34 m wide during the

a
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were in full growth, erosion values were 20-70 times
bigger than in the case oftrefoil or grass. Water erosion
on slopes under grain cultivation was 4-10 times
greater then those grassy slopes, regardless of in
clination.

Away from ploughland. the intensity of interrill
erosion was very small and on grassy slopes used as
pastures was up to 16-58 kglha/yr. and 1.6-10 kglha/
yr. on the non-agricuhural slopes covered by natural
vegetation.

The shape of the investigated slopes is clearly a
reflection of the very limited transport distance.
Deposition is observed mainly in the middle and lower
sections of the slopes. This is due to sheet wasb and
in the lower sections, also to linear wash. The intensity
of accumulation due to sheet wash at the base of the
analysed slopes is 42-260 kglhalyr. h can extend as
much as 1.5-9 m beyond the base and is clearly
dependent on vegetation type (Fig. 5a). In the alder••
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of the middle and lower sections of the slopes. The
accumulation zone occurs in the lower part of the
concave sections of the slopes and below their base.
Transport ofmaterial was significantly longer then in
the case of short rainstorms.

land use is crucial to the development and
intensity of the process. Rills do not form in the areas

permanently grassy or forested On plougbland, maise
was especially promoting rill erosion, among lbe
observed crops, whereas trefoil protected soil from
rain-wash, as did a grass cover. In the case ofpotatoes
planted in the furrows parallel with slope inclination,
erosion is 150 times greater than on the same slope
covered by grain-crops. On slopes where vegetables
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height of the growing season, and > lOOm during the
early Spring thaws.

The age of the organic sediments (peat and
mineral-organic silt) at the base of the two slopes
studies was determined by the ··C-method to be 860
and 600 years BP. This shows the rate of deposition
to bc, on average, 0,8 and 1,2 m annually. A com
parison of these values with the intensity of the
present-day deposition of 0,02-0,1 mm due to sheet
wash and 0,5-0,7 mm (annual average) due to linear
wash, shows that a significant amount of the material
at the base of the slope must originate in soil tillage.
A significant destruction of the slopes due to tillage
erosion in the middle part of the North Poland was
noted by Sinkiewicz (1998). On the basis of radio
carbon dating of fossil soils at the foot of slopes, he
assumed that the rate of aggradalion in the base of
slopes is about 0,4-0,8 mm/yr. during the last
millennium and 2-2,5 mmlyr. during the last 15D
300 years.

Conclusions

Measurements of the intensity of water erosion
allow us to assess the effectiveness of the process
under normal weather conditions. Both thaws and an
average precipitation charactcrised the research
period. The convex and middle sections ofthe slopes
of the ploughland are degraded by interrill erosion.
Thcy are lowered, on average, 0.1-0.7 mm annually
in the Suwalki Lake District(areaofWiinn glaciation)
and to 0,5 mm on the Mazowiecka Lowland (Riss
glaciation), which is equivalent to soil erosion of 20
kglhalyr - 7 t/ha/yr. The maximum interrill erosion
intensity during onc season reached over 13 t/ha. The
process is characrerised by a short mass transport,
because deposition occurred directly under the erosion
zone-usually in the middle section of me slope, even
those significantly inclined. In the middle sections of
the slopes both transport but, mainly during the study
period, deposition ofsoil takes place. The deposition
zone occurrs in the lower concave slope sections and
only a small part of the transported material is carried
beyond the base of the slope. Rill erosion causes
degradation of the middle sections of the slopes,
mainly those which are convergent, through recession
on average from 0.5 mm to 1.2 mm yearly. The
maximum observed seasonal erosion intensity on the
slope was over 30 t/ha.

The maximum values of slope annual erosion
noted in the Mazury Lake District (northern Poland)
arc 50 t/ha. By comparison, they are 61 t/ha in the
Pomorski Lake District (NW Poland) and the aver
age rate ofslopc degradation is 3D-15 kglha (Niewia-
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domski & Skrodzki, 1964; Kostrzewski el al., 1992).
Analyses of the covers fonned at the base of the
slope indicate that thickness of the anthropogenic
accumulation (from water erosion and tillage trans
location) of the agricultural diamicton in the Suwalki
Lakeland is 40--100 cm, in the northern part of the
Mazowiecka Lowland it is higher, locally exceed
ing 2,5 m.
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